
 

What Makes Customers Buy? 

In a world of increased competition, the sales process has become more difficult 
than ever.  The economy has remained somewhat stagnant   Consumer buying 
habits have changed. More time is spent on research to locate the best possible 
values and prices.  The Internet has expanded the scope of where customers can 
buy.  

Inbound marketing has nearly overturned outbound marketing in nearly every 
industry's marketing plans and campaigns.  The good news is: science has finally 
caught up with marketing and sales.  Or, marketing and sales have caught up 
with science.   

This program will teach about Neuromarketing - a marriage between science and marketing, and how it can be used to make 
marketing campaigns more productive.  Learn which marketing theories the scientific tests proved work, and which ones don't.  
Learn three types of buying triggers: psychological, emotional and sensory, and how to apply them to your firm's marketing efforts. 

Who should attend? 

This program, based on scientific research into the human brain, was developed for small business owners and entrepreneurs, 
interested in learning the ins and outs of a customer's mind. Learn the neural habits that make prospects turn on their 'Buy Now!" 
switch.   The information shared in this program applies to any small business seeking to understand the thinking and actions that 
make a customer buy.  What makes them want to pull out their wallet or credit card and make a purchase? 

For more information: 

For more information regarding this program, or other timely business seminar topics or keynotes by Maurer Consulting Group, 
contact Terri Maurer by phone at 330.283.3999 or tlmaurer@maurerconsultinggroup.com. 

 

 Terri L. Maurer, FASID, is president of Ohio-based Maurer Consulting Group, a strategies and planning firm helping small business 
clients plan and implement a focused path to their unique vision of success.  Maurer's formula of discovery and development to 
uncovers client hurdles and builds solutions to growth and success. 

NCIDQ certified, Maurer earned a B.A.in Interior Design from Kent State University, and Master's level business education was 
through the Notre Dame Mendoza School of Business.  Maurer has over 30 years of commercial interior design and business 
experience.  A past national president of ASID, Terri is a sought after speaker and educator on business management, marketing and 
generational diversity. Her Business Success programs have been well received at NEOCON (Chicago, Atlanta, and Los Angeles), 
IIDEX, the TFM show, ASID 'Interiors', National Wood Flooring Association (NWFA), and Decorative Plumbing and Hardware 
Association and 'Coverings' conferences, and local chapters of ASID, NKBA and NWSID.   

Maurer co-authored, "Interior Design in Practice:  Case Studies of Successful Business Models" with Katie Weeks.  She is the author 
and publisher of the ‘Designing Strategies’ newsletter and blog.  She has contributed articles and content to trade publications, 
books and blogs. 
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